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Café Philo 

"Cozy Cafe"

Café Philo is a small cafe in Macau serving a wide range of coffee, offering

something for everyone. The interiors are simple with a few misplaced

chairs and tables giving it a cozy and casual vibe. The serving counter is

flanked by a few barstools and features a few coffee grinding and brewing

equipment using which the barista prepares your coffee from scratch. If

you're a fan of everything fresh, make sure to visit Cafe Philo.

 cafe.philo.macau@gmail.com  17B Rua dos Artilheiros, Macao

Single Origin 

"Coffee Beans"

Single Origin brings to you a large selection of locally produced coffee. To

go with the delicious coffee, this tiny eatery offers you a choice of

sweetmeats like the Earl Grey Chiffon Cake, making the dining experience

very enjoyable. This espresso bar, features quaint interiors and a cozy

atmosphere, and is mostly frequented by chirpy coffee lovers. Visit Single

Origin for a great cup of coffee, in a warm and welcoming environment.

 +853 6698 7475  Rua de Abreu Nunes 19, Macao
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Blooom Coffee House 

"Local Coffee Shop"

Blooom Coffee House is a newly opened coffee house in Macau that

serves home roasted coffee in a casual environment. The place is really

small with a few bar tables positioned along the serving counter. The

coffee that you get here has a distinctive flavor and texture as it is made

by roasting green coffee beans. You can also buy some of their coffee

from a carefully curated list that is played near the counter. Make sure to

order a cup sample before buying a coffee blend that you haven't heard

before.

 +853 6666 4479  blooomcoffee.myshopify.c

om/

 info@blooomcoffeehouse.c

om

 5 Rua de Horta e Costa,

Macao

 by Marco Arment   

Margaret's Café e Nata 

"Popular Cafe in Macau"

Margaret's Café e Nata is a local cafe in Macau known for their egg tarts

that are prepared using traditional Portuguese baking techniques. The

tarts are made fresh and come with a scabrous crust and delicate buttery

filling. The cafe offers both indoor and outdoor seating options, but the

indoor seating options are limited and feels a bit cramped sometimes. The

outdoor area is a great place to enjoy a light Portuguese meal along with a

hot cup of coffee, while you take in the sights and sounds of the city.

 +853 2871 0032  17-B Rua do Comandante Mata e Oliviera, Ginlai Mansion,
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Quarter Square 

"A cup of Coffee"

Quarter Square is one of those shops that not only satisfy your hunger for

elegant lifestyle products but also some freshly brewed coffee. Here the

art of design meets the pleasure of having a good cup of coffee. This

elegant coffee shop makes its own coffee blends, giving you an

unmatched experience. The atmosphere over here depicts class and

sophistication, and creativity, that is brimming through the vast collection

of designs. Head to Quarter Square because it is not just a coffee shop, it

is much more.

 +853 2857 6914  info@quartersquare.co  89 Largo Maia de Magalhães, Macao

Starbucks Coffee 

"For A Cup Of Coffee"

Starbucks Coffee on the main floor in The Venetian Macau Resort Hotel, is

a part of the US Coffee giant, Starbucks. The place is perfect to drop in

between a shopping spree at the Grand Canal Shoppes. You are sure to

spot your favorite coffee on their vast menu of special coffees. The cafe

serves drip brewed coffee, espresso and a host of other beverages. You

can supplement these exotic beverages with special pastries, salads and

sandwiches that they have on offer. So don't forget to dash into Starbucks

Coffee to experience the world's finest coffee.

 +853 2882 8086  www.venetianmacao.com/

en/

 inquiries@venetian.com.m

o

 The Cotai Strip, The

Venetian Macao Resort Hotel,

Macao
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